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“Notice Me Senpai” is a game of
determination to capture the heart of
your senpai by eliminating all other rivals
who stand in your way. It is a game of
deception, skill, and murder. Notice Me
Senpai is comprised of 3 main parties.
Senpai and his friends (Green cards),
the Yandere and her ‘friends’ (Red
Cards), and the neutral parties (Grey
Cards). While these groups generally
work together, but may play against their
own party under certain circumstances.

BASIC RULES
In a regular game there are only 4 roles;
Senpai, Yandere, the Rival / Love
Interest. The game takes place over the
course of the week, during which the
Yandere will attempt to eliminate their
rival (the love interest) while the group
tries to protect senpai by getting her
arrested.
Each day progresses in a similar order.
The group goes to school where they
chat about the events and the news
posted at school. Each day the group
will be able to vote on someone to be on
cleanup duty at the school, tying up their
night. During the night Yandere tries to
sniff out “The Love Interest” and
eliminate her. Each night the Observer
asks everyone to close their eyes. They
will then ask the Yandere to choose
someone to eliminate. The next day that
person is dead. If it is “The Love
Interest” the Yandere wins, if the
yandere gets caught during the day the
group wins. The game ends when the
students believe they can identify
Yandere-chan and get her arrested.
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Each game takes place over the course
of one school week. This is 5 rounds,
from Monday to Friday with a day and
night cycle each round.

SIMPLE GAME
To start your first game take out the
following:
●
●
●
●
●

●

●

●

1x Senpai Card
1x Yandere Card
1x Love Interest Card
1x Observer Card
If playing in a game with 6-8
players grab 1x Yandere ‘Friend’
card (Any Red)
If playing in a game with 9-10
players grab 2x Yandere ‘Friend’
cards (Any Red), and 1x Senpai
Friend cards (Any green)
If playing in a game with 11-12
players grab 3x Yandere ‘Friend’
cards (Any Red), and 2x Senpai
Friend Cards (Any Green)
X Student Cards for other
players (Any Grey)

SETUP
Once you have all the cards you need
for your first game, take out the observer
card and pick a player to be the
observer. The rest will get shuffled
together face down.
For this game we will not need the good,
bad, neutral tokens, but each person
should take a death token and place it
face down at their spot. Next put the
week tracking sheet and the “at school”
token in the centre of the table.

Pick a player to go first. This should be
random (a la dice roll) or it can be the
youngest player, as an example. Give
that player the Turn token.
THE PRE TURN SETUP
The turn goes in two parts, daytime and
nighttime, but the first turn is special as
there is a “setup” step.
To start the game all players (except the
observer) close their eyes, cover their
ears, and whatever else is needed to
avoid overhearing/seeing information
the observer is about to give.
The observer should have yandere and
friends look up. You should also have
senpai raise his/her hand as yandere
will know exactly who senpai is. After
they have seen each other and senpai
get them to close their eyes again as
before.
Now the first turn of the game can begin,
instruct everyone to open their eyes and
inform them that this is the first day of
the school week.
THE FIRST TURN (DAYTIME)
Each turn starts with a daytime cycle.
Move your day counter to the first day
(You will move this to each day until the
end of the week).
During the day the group can discuss
their plans and vote on 2 members of
the class to stay and clean the room
after school. (If the game is played with
7 or more players than 3 members of
the class should stay behind on day
one).
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At the end of the day the class has to
decide who will stay and clean and who
will go home. Once this is decided, and
the observer knows the choice, then the
players who stay at the school, and go
home close their eyes like before. The
turn changes to the nighttime phase.
If there is indecision, the player with the
turn token gets final decision. This
decision can be vetoed on a group
decision and the turn marker goes to the
next player to make the final decision.
You can only veto twice before a 3rd
veto loses the game.
THE FIRST TURN (NIGHTTIME)
Any students at the school should put a
hand up, or otherwise have the observer
mark them. At nighttime Yandere gets a
chance to kill a player. Her goal is to try
and kill senpai’s “Love Interest”.
First for victory conditions sake the
observer should check if “The Love
Interest” and Senpai are at school
together cleaning, and take note for the
Goals Section.
If Yandere is at school cleaning she
forfeits her chance to kill anyone that
night, unless all players at the school
are yandere and her friends, in which
case she gets to kill as if she was at
home.
The observer should have Yandere
chan raise her head with her friends and
tell the observer whom she/he wants to
kill (even if they can’t kill someone,
otherwise this could be a cue to give the
player away). She can also choose to
kill no one.

●
Once yandere chan picks the observer
tells her and her friends to cover their
eyes, and continues to the next day by
passing the turn marker to the next
player, moving the day tracker, and
flipping someone’s death token if
Yandere chan was successful.
THE SECOND TURN AND ON
(DAYTIME)
After the next day the players will find
out if someone died. If there was a
death they are now (until the end of the
game) allowed to accuse someone of
being the killer. If they accuse someone
of being the killer than that player is
removed from the game. This
accusation can only be done once for
the duration of the game.
The day night cycle then continues as
before, however now 3 members of the
class must be left behind to clean (4
members if there are 7 or more players
in the game).
GOALS / VICTORY CONDITIONS
There are multiple ways to win the game
as Yandere and her friends, or as
Senpai and the other students.
For Senpai and the other students to win
the game they must accomplish one of
the following:
● Arrest Yandere chan removing
her from the game.
● Have no players from Yandere
and her Friends at the school for
3 days of the week, and reach
the end of the week.
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Have Senpai and “The Love
Interest” at school together
cleaning for 2 days of the week.

For Yandere and her friends to win the
game they must accomplish one of the
following:
● Have Yandere kill her rival (The
Love Interest) at night.
● Ruin the classroom by having
Yandere or her friends there for
3 days of the week, and reach
the end of the week.
● Get “The Love Interest” accused,
removing her from the game.
The last possible game ending scenario
is if senpai dies. This should not occur
as Yandere knows who her/his Senpai
is, but should it happen, everyone loses
the game.
Optionally if you find one team is having
an easier time you can add the final act
to your game. This takes place after the
final turn.
FINAL ACT [requires 8+ players]
(OPTIONAL)
If Senpai and his friends are about to
win the game via end of the school week
(5 rounds), Yandere may choose one
final player to kill. If Yandere chooses
correctly they take the game.
If Yandere and her friends are about to
win the game via end of the week,
Senpai can take one final guess whom
“The Love Interest” is. If he/she is
correct then Senpai’s group wins the
game.

ADVANCED RULES
In an advanced game there are many
roles; Senpai, Yandere, the Rival / Love
Interest. The game takes place over the
course of the week, during which the
Yandere will attempt to eliminate their
rival (The Love Interest) while the group
tries to protect senpai by getting her
arrested.
Each day progresses in a similar order.
The group goes to school where they
chat about the events and the news
posted at school. Each day the group
will be able to vote on someone to be on
cleanup duty at the school, tying up their
night. During the night Yandere tries to
sniff out her Rival (The Love Interest)
and eliminate her. Each night the
Observer asks everyone to close their
eyes. They will then ask the Yandere to
choose someone to eliminate. The next
day that person is dead. If it is “The
Love Interest” the Yandere wins, if the
yandere gets caught during the day the
group wins. The game ends when the
students believe they can identify
Yandere-chan and get her arrested.
This version of the game is very similar
to the basic version, however each
player actually plays a character in this
variant and there are many different win
conditions based on whom you are.

ADVANCED GAME
To start your game take out the
following:
● 1x Senpai Card
● 1x Yandere Card
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●
●

1x The Love Interest Card
1x Observer Card

For the next X players try to draw equal
green, red, and grey cards. The easiest
way to do this is to separate the cards
by color into 3 face down piles, and then
draw one from each until the number of
players -4 is reached (-4 is because you
have 4 cards already with the Senpai,
Love interest, yandere and observer).
Make sure to mix all player cards (not
the observer) together before you hand
them out.
Alternatively as long as you have
Senpai, Yandere, and The Love Interest,
you can add random other cards to the
player card pile before handing them
out.
SETUP
For the setup on an advanced game
take the observer and hand it to a player
who wants the role, generally each
game should change up their observer.
Player cards are then shuffled into a
face down pile, and then dealt out.
The observer then gets out the good,
bad, and neutral token and places them
appropriately face down at each player's
spot based on the player card they got.
Next each player takes a death token
and places it face down at their spot. Put
the week tracking sheet and the “at
school” token in the centre of the table.

CHARACTER ABILITIES &
GOALS
When playing an advanced game each
character card has different goals and
things they can do. It is recommended
that this section be available to all
players should they need to review
during a advanced game.
MAIN CARDS (IN EVERY GAME)
LOVE INTEREST
ABILITY: Love interest gets to know who
Senpai is.
GOAL: Love Interest wins through
normal Senpai win conditions.
SENPAI
ABILITY: Senpai is Senpai.
GOAL: Senpai wins through normal
Senpai win conditions.
YANDERE
ABILITY: Gets to kill a player each night.
Knows who Senpai is.
GOAL: Kill the Love Interest or through
normal Yandere win conditions.
THE OBSERVER
The observer handles ruling over the
game to avoid cheating and to help
characters perform their special actions.
OTHER CHARACTERS (GREEN/
GOOD)
THE ATHLETE
ABILITY: Can choose to defend another
at night, if they or the person they are
defending is attacked; gets to know who
the attacker was but still get killed.
GOAL: Wins if Senpai wins.
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THE GOOFBALL
ABILITY: Secondary Senpai. This
Senpai can die, but is revealed as
Senpai to any players who "know who
senpai is" along with the real senpai.
GOAL: Wins if Senpai wins.
THE HALL MONITOR
ABILITY: Can choose a character to
detain at the end of the school hours.
They are detained overnight and cannot
make any action unless it is against the
Hall Monitor.
GOAL: Hall Monitor wins if they detain
Yandere twice.
THE HERO
ABILITY: The hero can defend
themselves at nighttime. If they are
attacked at night they do not die and get
to know who attacked them.
GOAL: The hero wins if they identify
Yandere during the day, or if she is
expelled.
THE KOHAI
ABILITY: The Kohai must try and defend
all players regardless of whether the
Kohai think’s they are innocent.
GOAL: Wins if Senpai wins, and if no
one is arrested.
THE TSUNDERE
ABILITY: The Tsundere appears as
“bad” when checked, but is actually
“good”.
GOAL: Wins if Senpai wins.

OTHER CHARACTERS (GREY/
NEUTRAL)
STUDENT COUNCIL PRESIDENT
ABILITY: The law of the school, the
Student Council President can get a
student expelled. Each night, after the
first, the council president wakes to vote
on a player to expel removing them from
the game. The next day the expulsion is
announced. The council can choose not
to expel a student.
GOAL: Student Council President wins if
they expel at least half of the “bad”
characters. If they expel Senpai they
lose.
THE ACTRESS
ABILITY: Every night The Actress can
choose a target to blackmail. That target
cannot participate in the next day's
discussions, and must agree with the
actress on any vote.
GOAL: The Actress wins if Senpai is
expelled or killed.
THE GENIUS
ABILITY: The Genius can take on any
other role from the current game, except
Yandere or Senpai. The Observer
should give them a list secretly on the
first night.
GOAL: The Genius wins if they get the
actual player whos role they stole killed,
arrested or expelled.
THE NERD
ABILITY: Can take a peek at another
player’s role every night, but is not
allowed to say what it is.
GOAL: The Nerd wins if they live all 5
days.
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THE OCCULTIST
ABILITY: The Occultist can talk with
dead players.
GOAL: The Occultist wins if they die.
THE TEMPTRESS
ABILITY: During the Night the
Temptress chooses a player. If The
Temptress is to be killed at night, they
instead have the player they chose die
for them. Characters who have effects
when attacked trigger when chosen to
defend the Temptress.
GOAL: The Temptress wins if she
survives.
OTHER CHARACTERS (RED/ BAD)
SENSEI
ABILITY: Sensei gets to force one vote
to be vetoed in a game, however it
cannot be the third one.
GOAL: Sensei wins if voting is vetoed 3
times.
THE CURSED
ABILITY: Every night The Observer rolls
a D6. If they roll a 1-2 then The Cursed
must kill a player that night.
GOAL: The Cursed wins if they make it
through all 5 days without being
expelled, killed, or arrested.
THE EVIL ONE
ABILITY: Can kill one player each night.
Must try to kill the Yandere.
GOAL: The Evil one win’s if Yandere
dies.

THE REBEL
ABILITY: Each night the Rebel can
choose to see a player’s token to see
whether they are “good” or “bad”.
GOAL: The Rebel wins if any “bad”
character wins.
THE PRE TURN SETUP
The turn goes in two parts, daytime and
nighttime, but the first turn is special as
there is a “setup” step.
To start the game all players (except the
observer) close their eyes, cover their
ears, and whatever else is needed to
avoid overhearing/seeing information
the observer is about to give.
The observer should have each
character look up and point out all
characters they know, the observer
could alternatively write out who each
person knows and hand it to each player
(write gibberish on notes for players who
know no other identities).
Now the first turn of the game can begin,
instruct everyone to open their eyes and
inform them that this is the first day of
the school week.
THE FIRST TURN (DAYTIME)
Each turn starts with a daytime cycle.
Move your day counter to the first day
(You will move this to each day until the
end of the week).
During the day the group can discuss
their plans and vote on 2 members of
the class to stay and clean the room
after school. (If the game is played with
8 or more players than 3 members of
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the class should stay behind on day
one).
At the end of the day the class has to
decide who will stay and clean and who
will go home. Once this is decided, and
the observer knows the choice, then the
players who stay at the school, and go
home close their eyes like before. The
turn changes to the nighttime phase.
If there is indecision, the player with the
turn token gets final decision. This
decision can be vetoed on a group
decision and the turn marker goes to the
next player to make the final decision.
You can only veto twice before a 3rd
veto loses the game.
THE FIRST TURN (NIGHTTIME)
Any students at the school should put a
hand up, or otherwise have the observer
mark them. At nighttime Yandere gets a
chance to kill a player. Her goal is to try
and kill senpai’s “Love Interest”. In
addition, any characters who have
nighttime actions will be allowed to
perform their actions in similar method
to the Yandere
First for victory conditions sake the
observer should check if “The Love
Interest” and Senpai are at school
together cleaning, and take note for the
Goals Section.
If Yandere is at school cleaning she
forfeits her chance to kill anyone that
night, unless all players at the school
are yandere and her friends, in which
case she gets to kill as if she was at
home.

The observer should have Yandere
chan raise her head with her friends and
tell the observer whom she/he wants to
kill (even if they can’t kill someone,
otherwise this could be a cue to give the
player away). She can also choose to
kill no one.
Once yandere chan picks the observer
tells her and her friends to cover their
eyes, and continues to the next day by
passing the turn marker to the next
player, moving the day tracker, and
flipping someone’s death token if
Yandere chan was successful.
THE SECOND TURN AND ON
(DAYTIME)
After the next day the players will find
out if someone died. If there was a
death they are now (until the end of the
game) allowed to accuse someone of
being the killer. If they accuse someone
of being the killer than that player is
removed from the game. This
accusation can only be done once for
the duration of the game.
The day night cycle then continues as
before, however now 3 members of the
class must be left behind to clean (4
members if there are 7 or more players
in the game)
GOALS / VICTORY CONDITIONS
There are multiple ways to win the game
as each role in an advanced game can
have it’s own win condition listed under
that role.
For Senpai and the other students to win
the game normally they must
accomplish one of the following:
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●
●

●

Arrest Yandere chan removing
her from the game.
Have no players from Yandere
and her Friends at the school for
3 days of the week, and reach
the end of the week.
Have Senpai and “The Love
Interest” at school together
cleaning for 2 days of the week.

For Yandere and her friends to win the
game normally they must accomplish
one of the following:
● Have Yandere kill her rival (The
Love Interest) at night.
● Ruin the classroom by having
Yandere or her friends there for
3 days of the week, and reach
the end of the week.
● Get “The Love Interest” accused,
removing her from the game.
The last possible game ending scenario
is if senpai dies. This should not occur
as Yandere knows who her/his Senpai
is, but should it happen, everyone loses
the game.
Optionally if you find one team is having
an easier time you can add the final act
to your game. This takes place after the
final turn.
FINAL ACT [requires 8+ players]
(OPTIONAL)
If Senpai and his friends are about to
win the game via end of the week,
Yandere may choose one final player to
kill. If Yandere chooses correctly they
take the game.
If Yandere and her friends are about to
win the game via end of the week,

Senpai can take one final guess whom
“The Love Interest” is. If he/she is
correct then Senpai’s group wins the
game.
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